
 Our   Summer   Term   topics   are   Me   and   my   Robot   and   Our   Favourite   Authors 

 COMMUNICATION   AND   INTERACTION 
 We   will   be   developing   our   communication   skills   by 
 focussing   on   speaking   and   listening   using   Colourful 
 Semantics   and   Attention   Autism   and   extending   our 
 vocabulary   through   constructing   robots   and   describing 
 the   sights   and   sounds   of   the   environment. 

 COGNITION   AND   LEARNING:   English 
 In   the   first   half   of   term   our   reading   will   focus   on   fictional 
 texts   about   robots   and   then   fiction   written   by   our 
 favourite   authors   such   as   Julia   Donaldson   or   Roald   Dahl. 
 We   will   write   fiction   and   nonfiction   texts   describing 
 people,   plants   and   animals   that   can   be   found   in   the 
 environment.   We   will   be   writing   our   own   Robot   stories 
 inspired   by   Harry   and   the   Robots,   and   Nobot   the   Robot 
 with   No   Bottom.   We   will   also   continue   with   our   regular 
 phonics   /SRS   reading   activities. 

 COGNITION   AND   LEARNING:   Maths 
 Some   of   our   Maths   activities   will   be   focused   on   the 
 topic:   Me   and   my   Robot   Maths   Challenges.   This   will   be 
 “hands   on”   maths,   such   as   measuring   robots   and   plants 
 and   counting   lots   of   living   and   non   living   objects,   like 
 stones   and   insects,   and   making   tallies   and   block   graphs, 
 and   comparing   the   data.   .   We   will   continue   using   our 
 Multi   Sensory   Maths   approaches   such   as   Stern, 
 Numicon,   Cuisenaire   and   Unifix. 

 PHYSICAL   AND   SENSORY:  Art   /   DT 
 Art   and   DT   sessions   will   be   exploring   different   materials   and 
 shapes   as   we   design   and   make   robots.   We   will   also   create 
 art   pieces   using   rocks   and   seeds,   flowers   and   other 
 materials   linked   with   living   and   nonliving   things.   Pupils   will 
 also   create   art   on   the   theme   of   the   Queen’s   Jubilee. 

 PHYSICAL   AND   SENSORY:   Music 
 Pupils   will   continue   to   enjoy  SoundAbout  music   lessons 
 with   Rachel   Cave.   This   will   include  copying   tunes  and 
 rhythms   using   their   voices   and   playing   musical   instruments. 
 They   will   have   to   listen   carefully   to   recall    these   sounds. 

 PHYSICAL   AND   SENSORY:   Physical   Education 
 Pupils   will   be   able   to   join   in   with   games   such   as   tennis, 
 badminton   and   cricket   as   well   as   playground   games   like 
 Duck,   Duck,   Goose   and   What’s   the   Time,   Mr   Wolf?    Sensory 
 experiences   will   include   light   and   dark   and   soft   and   hard 
 with   our   robots   and   animals. 

 PHYSICAL   AND   SENSORY:   Science 
 In   science,   we   will   be   exploring   living   and   non-living 
 things   through   robots,   humans,   animals   and   plants. 
 We   will   be   looking   at   life   cycles   of   humans,   animals 
 and   plants.   Pupils   will   take   part   in   growing   different 
 food   plants   too.    We   will   have   a   visit   from   Farm2Ewe 
 to   look   at   living   things   closely. 

 SOCIAL   ,   EMOTIONAL,   MENTAL   HEALTH 

 AND   INDEPENDENCE 
 We   continue   with   our   Circle   Times   to   learn   about 
 our   emotions   and   how   to   manage   them.    We   will 
 also   practise   our   independence   skills   by   walking   to 
 the   playground   and   going   to   the   chip   shop,   and 
 remembering   how   to   use   the   School   minibus   safely. 
 We   will   remind   ourselves   about   protective 
 behaviours   in   the   classroom   and   will   practise   using 
 these   during   our   trip   to   the   local   park. 
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